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Diwali and Dhanteras are around the corner and euphoria returned in bullions, especially, in the physical market with 

buyers rushing to snap up bars and coins in smaller quantities, which can be given as gifts. It neither disappoint as gift 

options given to the loved ones nor investors who buy it to multiply the return. Despite the monitory tightening by Fed and 

other Central Banks it gave 6% return if do comparison between last Diwali till date. Gold's returns in rupee terms over the 

past 15, 20 and 25 years are 11.6%, 12.4% and 9.4% CAGR, respectively.

Some of the factors which will give significant impact on gold prices in remaining 2022 and 2023 are explained below:

Rising interest rate scenario: Historic aggressive interest rate hike by Fed and other Central Banks are stealing the shine of gold. 

Gold is highly sensitive to rising U.S. rates, which boost bond yields, increasing the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding gold.

Recession fear: Above mentioned aggressive interest rate hike is most likely to leading towards recession. Economy like China is 

already facing slowdown. If weakness continue then safe haven buying will return in gold especially investment demand will boost up. 

Performance of Equity market: We have seen rebound in equity post Covid and it is one the most attractive destination for parking 

money these days. In recent years gold react the most on equity with which it has negative correlation.

Demand: Physical gold-buying is expected to go up in India ahead of the Dhanteras and Diwali festival. The government cut the 

base import price on gold to $531 per 10 grams, from $533. Physical demand has already improved whereas investment demand 

has seen a fall. Investors are opting for Dollar Index and Bond in this rising interest rate scenario. 

Geopolitical tensions & War: Ongoing Russia and Ukraine war is remain the concern for the entire world which is threatening the 

world peace. Talk of nuclear attack is making the situation worst. If it escalates further then gold will see definitely limited downside 

and safe haven buying will return. 

Central Banks buying: With fragile currency environment and war situation amid recession is compelling Central Banks buying 

and since long they are net buyer.
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Y-O-Y DIWALI RETURNS FROM COMMODITIES

Commodity 04th November, 2021 18th October, 2022 Change in Rs. Change in %

BULLION

GOLD 47553.00 50414.00 2861.00 6%

SILVER 64120.00 56354.00 -7766.00 -12%

ENERGY

CRUDE OIL 6193.00 6863.00 670.00 11%

NATURAL GAS 430.60 475.40 44.80 10%

BASE METALS

ALUMINIUM 207.60 194.60 -13.00 -6%

COPPER 737.75 640.35 -97.40 -13.20%

LEAD 187.10 181.90 -5.20 -3%

ZINC 276.25 265.65 -10.60 -4%

Gold……….A safe boon for investor
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Gold demand 

• Gold demand (excluding OTC) in Q2,22 was 8% lower y-o-y at 948t. Combined with Q1 this took H1 demand to 2,189t, up 12% y-o-y.

• Total H1 jewellery demand of 928t was 2% below H1’21.

• Global official gold reserves grew by 180t in Q2, taking H1 net purchases to 270t.

• Bar and coin investment (245t) was unchanged from Q2’22. The H1 total saw a 12% y-o-y drop to 526t on compounded Chinese weakness.

• Technology demand H1 demand was fractionally lower as a result at 159t.

Source: Reuters & SMC Research 

Gold Price Trend

Gold demand global & India (In tonnes)

Source: WGC
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COMEX Gold prices are trading well below the 

psychological level of $1690. As long as 

prices sustain below the levels it remains to 

sell on a rising market. But on longer frame 

prices are taking correction and could 

possibly take support near$1540 followed by 

$1460. Although, the current formations 

suggest the prices could take support near 

$1540 (where the confluence of forecasting 

indicators meet) from where a rally toward 

$1690 can again be witnessed. Above $1690 

we may see the levels of $1920/$2020.

On MCX, the downside for Gold looks capped 

near Rs. 46000 and prices could face 

resistance around Rs. 56200 which has 

provided strong resistance to prices in the past. Break and sustain above 56200 may push the prices to 58900. 

Overall buying on dips near the support zone is advised.

Gold Supply

• Total gold supply increased 5% y-o-y to 2,357t on higher mine production and recycling supply.

• Mine production in H1, 22 rose 3% to 1,764t. 

• Recycling activity remained elevated compared with 2021. Total H1 recycling of 592t was 8% higher y-o-y. 

In Tonnes Q2’21 Q2’22 Y-o-Y Change

Total supply 1137.4 1192.7 5%

Mine Production 976.2 911.7 4%

Net Producer hedging -17.3 -10.0 -

Reclyed 278.5 291.1 5%

Source: WGC

Mining costs of gold 

• Despite higher production, mining costs have increased in 2022. In Q1 – the latest data available –average all-

in sustaining costs (AISC) rose to US$1,232/oz. 

• The 9% q-o-q increase was primarily due to rising local input costs such as the price of diesel, electricity and 

consumables, as well as higher wage rates.

Technical Corner (Gold MCX)

Average all-in
sustaining costs

(AISC) of gold

US$1,232/oz

Source: Reuters
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Silver has seen a sharp fall of around 12% from last Diwali however in 2022 it is expected to close in green territory as industrial demand is 

expected to improve significantly. Recent dip in the prices should be utilized as buying opportunity. Silver’s return in rupee terms over the past 

15 years is 15.5% CAGR. 

Supply Outlook 2022

Global silver mine production is expected to grow further in 2022, with output forecast to rise by 2.5% y/y to 843.2Moz (26,226t). The biggest increase is 

expected to come in Mexico (+15.9Moz, 495t). Recycling is set to increase for a third straight year in 2022 with a 4% gain forecast.

Demand Outlook 2022

Industrial demand is forecast to rise 6% to a new record high this year. On top of global GDP growth, end-

use in the green economy will benefit from rising vehicle electrification and as the geopolitical conflict also 

boosts investment in renewables, especially photovoltaic.

Jewelry fabrication by 11% is expected to rise again this year,  and surpassing 2019 levels, due to a further 

recovery from COVID.

Silverware demand is forecast to see another year of Indian-led recovery in 2022, although the rise still leaves the total down on 2019.23% 15% 

Net physical investment is likely to remain broadly flat in 2022, as a modest fall in western investment will be offset by further gains in India. Indian 

investment is set to recover further, although remaining below 2019 levels.

Global Demand forecast 

Silver………. Industrial Demand will be on new high 

Global Silver demand & supply ( In Moz)

Source: The Silver Institute

 

Industrial demand is 

forecast to rise 6%
 Industrial demand is

forecast to rise 6%



Silver ETP Holdings

Silver ETF Performance (iShare Silver Trust Daily Turnover)

In Million Ounces 2021 2022 Y-o-Y Change

Bars 124.6 123.5 -1%

Coins 154.0 155.7 1%

Gobal Total 278.7 279.2 0%

Source: Metal Focus

Physical Investment Forecast
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Source: Reuters & SMC Research 

Silver Price Trend

Technical Corner (Silver MCX)

Source: Reuters

The downside will remain capped for 

COMEX Silver near $15. Considering the 

huge correction in prices from $30.260 to 

$18.600 suggest that it may trying to 

bottom out, although the journey for this 

bottoming out will take long to show 

strength in prices. Accumulation on dips is 

suggested in this commodity for long term 

gains. 

On MCX, Silver may witness short-term 

correction where it may find support near 

47500. The short-term resistance for silver 

is holding near 64000.  Overall buying near 

the support zone is advised for the targets 

of 64000/68000.
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